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3 Main Things
How to bridge the gap in your life from your current situation to where you want your life to be in the
future? 🤔
That’s the million dollar question, but from my experience you may need these 3 things more than any
others (maybe except for the million dollar! 💰 ):
💖 Investing in your personal growth. Be proactive and make the changes you want to see, instead of
merely reacting to events or being at the mercy of others. Take responsibility for your life, your
circumstances and your happiness. 💪
💖 A positive mindset. The power of positivity really is immense, and it can help you convert your
energy into reality. It will also boost your mood and can even improve your overall health. Multiple
uses, wouldn’t you say? Worth building one!
💖 Consistency. Starting can be easy when you are excited and motivated, but staying consistent
when things don’t go as well (or as fast!) as you want them to… That’s what will make the diﬀerence.
Keep going and it will pay oﬀ!
Any other tips? Share them with me! 🤗

Are You Eating Enough
When we think about what to eat to nourish our bodies, we rarely think about how it will aﬀect the
production of hormones. 🥗
But our hormones play a very important role in our bodies. They have profound eﬀects on our mental,
physical and emotional health, and are responsible for our appetite, weight, fertility and mood, among
many other things.
This is why, when hormones get out of balance, it can lead to issues like diabetes, weight loss or gain and
even infertility. That’s a lot of trips to the doctor you’d want to avoid. 👩
Hormonal imbalances have become increasingly common in our fast-paced lifestyle but, fortunately, a
nutritious diet and a few other healthy lifestyle changes can help improve our hormonal health.

Our hormones like healthy fats, such as olive oil, avocado, nuts and seeds. Ample ﬁber, which can be found
in most fruits, vegetables and proteins (eggs, ﬁsh and meat especially) also helps support your hormonal
health. 🥑
In contrast, things such as alcohol and artiﬁcial sweeteners can negatively impact hormones, as does not
consuming enough calories. For example, when your body doesn't feel like it's getting enough, it downregulates the production of sex hormones.
Other things I recommend for a happy hormone lifestyle are cruciferous vegetables, high-ﬁber carbs,
salmon and probiotics such as keﬁr 🥛 (which help the good bacteria that reside in the gut).
Not eating enough, or well enough, to support your hormones often shows up in the body as imbalanced
blood sugar, low libido, energy and motivation, and frequent cravings. If you feel this way and often, I
recommend paying a little more attention to your hormonal balance!
Let me know if you found this useful and want more information! 😊

Are You Eating Mindfully or Mindlessly?
Are you eating mindfully or mindlessly? 🥘
For those not too keen on counting calories, practicing mindful eating can be one of the best ways to
regulate food intake and tackle overeating.
Mindful eating improves cognitive restraint and reduces binge eating, which as a result can really aid
weight loss!
Just think about all the mindless eating that occurs at your desk whilst working, in front of the TV, or at the
dinner table whilst scrolling on your phone, munching away not even thinking about it... 😅
Eating mindfully can start with just concentrating on slowly chewing every mouthful. You deserve to switch
oﬀ for 15 - 30 mins, relax and take a breath. It also allows you to truly listen to your body.
We can only really honor the internal cue when we’ve had enough when we are mindfully eating. If we are
mindlessly eating or eating too quickly, we often eat over and above that cue. 🥣
If you've ever counted calories before, you know that it can take the pleasure right out of eating and
increase your risk of suﬀering from food guilt.
Don't let your life revolve around your diet. Instead, sculpt your diet around a healthy life. 😉

Balance Your Hormones

No one wants to be a slave to their hormones, but sometimes it’s important to take the time to listen. 👂
Hormones are considered your body's chemical messengers, produced by glands in the endocrine system
and released into your bloodstream.
They are important for regulating many diﬀerent processes in the body, such as appetite, metabolism,
sleep, sexual function, body temperature and mood. And it’s because they wear so many hats that even
the slightest imbalance will have an eﬀect on your overall health!
An imbalance occurs when there is too much or too little of a hormone, causing a range of unwanted
symptoms, from fatigue to weight gain, from itchy skin to low mood. 😟
The question is, if they are out of sync, what can you do to restore the balance?
Balancing your hormones naturally is possible and it requires following a healthy lifestyle. Nothing too
diﬃcult, just looking after yourself and gradually creating a long term health plan for a happy hormone
lifestyle. ✨
My recommendations are to start with creating the necessary lifestyle shifts to prioritize sleep and
movement.
Eating a hormone-balancing diet will help balance your gut, blood and sugar levels, and address your
chronically-elevated cortisol (which can have deleterious eﬀects on your weight and immune function). 🥗
You may also need to pay attention to your cycle and understand the current imbalances it’s trying to
communicate to you.
If you want to know more about rebalancing your hormones, get in touch with me and I’ll go into more
detail with you. 😊

Boost Your Well-Being
Feelin’ blue? 💙
Everybody feels blue from time to time, your girl here included 🙋 especially when I don’t listen to my
needs closely enough and give myself that much-needed downtime!
I tend to feel a little guilty when I spend a whole day without progressing something, big or small. But I’ve
learned that, without a little positive downtime, I simply can not beat the funk!
Notice how I used the word “positive”? 🤔

That’s because while binge-watching a whole series on Netﬂix in one day is a little fun (for the ﬁrst couple
of hours, anyway) will NOT ultimately make me feel that much better!
Instead, I try to do other things that have a genuinely positive eﬀect on me, such as…
🏓 Technology-free activities. Whether it’s playing a game, working out, going for a walk or even cleaning
my house, staying away from my devices or as long as I can usually helps reset my mood and fall asleep
easier at night.
❤ Human interaction. We are social animals and get a rush of oxytocin from physical contact with another
person, or simply just listening to them. This relaxes us, reduces our stress levels and makes us feel
connected!
🌳 Time in nature. Spending time outdoors is fundamental to rebalancing our body and mind. Safe sunlight
exposure is important for both our vitamin D levels and our mood. Be in a green environment for a few
hours, and… you just might not feel blue anymore!
When feeling (inexplicably!) blue, remind yourself of the importance of spending time away from your
devices, with loving humans and in beautiful nature instead. At least, this is what works for me – but let me
know what works for you in the comments! 😊

Calm the Mind
Do you let stress build up and consume your thoughts? 🧠
Stress causes us to make poor nutrition choices, skip workouts, and not get enough sleep. Plus, it makes us
really, really grumpy!
We may not be able to avoid it altogether, but here are a few tips you might need to calm the mind when
stress builds up:
🏋 From doing some light stretching to getting in a good workout, exercise is great for your health AND a
good stress reliever.
✍ Journaling can be a great and therapeutic tool to let your imagination run wild, release your frustration
and create more mental space.
🧘 Meditation is an excellent way to train your mind to focus. Not only that, it also enhances your
concentration and reduces stress.
😊 Doing yoga is a good way to boost your brainpower by focusing your mind and improving your mental
clarity.

👃 Take a break from technology and unplug from the daily chaos so you can rest and recharge. Do a little
breath-work while you relax.
🎨 Doing something creative (it doesn't matter how good you are at it!) can give you a new perspective on
situations. And, you know... It's fun!
A healthy, clear, and calm mind is a productive mind.

Celebrate Yourself
Think about the major milestones in your life. What has been the biggest one? Can you think of one or two
moments that shaped you and helped you grow?
I’m sure you remember the feeling of invincibility that followed too, that incredible sensation that you could
accomplish anything you set your mind to as a result. 🏆
But, in truth, no one hits a milestone every day, week or month. That kind of success comes with time,
perseverance and hard work. That’s what makes it so special.
Most days you just keep working for the next big thing, but you can’t see it coming just yet. In fact, you don’t even
know it’s coming at all. 🤷
But while you’re at it, don’t forget to celebrate yourself. You’re doing so well and being so patient, you deserve to
take the time to appreciate yourself.
It’s far too easy to lose touch with gratitude. A lot of people are so focused on celebrating the highs of life, that
they tend to lose sight of the small things. 🧐
But every little step is a building block of your future success, so you can totally celebrate both the big and little
wins! You get to decide what to celebrate.
My advice? Celebrate yourself daily for the resilience you’re showing! 💖

Coping
It's absolutely normal to feel additional stress and anxiety during these times, but you have a choice:
you can binge-eat your way to better days or opt for healthy coping mechanisms instead. ☺
My advice for you is to sit with your emotions and ﬁgure out where they come from, then release
them by doing something mindful that needs your full attention, such as exercising, listening to music
or writing. 📝

After giving yourself long enough to process how you feel, you can then re-direct your attention and
focus on problem-focused coping skills: get organized, make a plan and decide on your new
boundaries. 🙅
You and you alone are responsible for protecting your energy by choosing what stays and what goes.
If you're still struggling after airing out and structuring your time – please talk to someone. You're
never alone. 💜

Coping With Anxiety
Anxiety getting you down today? 🙁
If you’re feeling anxious and trying to calm that worried mind so you can get on with your life, I get it. Life
is complicated and it comes together with a little anxiety on some days. 🤷
But pretending that everything is ﬁne when it isn’t is just a coping mechanism that actually increases
anxiety – so no pretending. Denial is counterproductive, after all. Instead, why not try some other, more
useful coping strategies? 📝
First, anchor yourself in the present to prevent your mind from wandering. Stay grounded by going for a
walk, creating something or listening to soothing music. You may also want to take some deep breaths and
drink plenty of water to rebalance yourself. 🧘
Once you’ve found your calm, remind yourself that you can control lots of other things, if not the one on
your mind right now. If you put your focus on things that actually ARE under your control you may feel
more empowered to deal with the (inevitable) uncertainty. 😕
You can control your nutrition, sleeping pattern and exercise routine. You can also control your words,
your actions and the way you show up and treat the world. That’s already plenty, isn’t it? 😊
You can’t control luck, I get that. But you can deﬁnitely control how hard you work, and they tend to say
that, usually, the harder your work, the luckier you get! 😉

Coping With Emotions
Honoring our emotional landscape is vital, even when we don’t particularly like the emotions we’re dealing
with.
Introspection is a skill and a tool that we’d better learn how to use. When we don’t understand how we
feel and why, what triggers us and what helps us cope, we’re prone to making bad decisions that impact
the quality of our lives long term. 🙅

Sometimes, irreversibly.
So how can we begin to honor our emotions and validate them, so we may release them? My advice is to
practise sitting with what arises. Observe, at ﬁrst, then feel free to inquire: “Who believes this?” 🤔
It takes honesty and vulnerability, but we need to tap into the roots of our belief system.
Likely, it’s our inner child who fears being unloved if they exhibit some type of behavior that makes others
uncomfortable. If we connect with this child in a loving way, we can start to nurture our beliefs and gently
change them into new, better ones.
Then, write, paint, dance, create… Mindfully. Art is a great place to reconnect to our instinctive ability to
express ourselves through creation. Whether your art takes physical, auditory, or visual shape doesn’t
matter. What counts is what you put into it. 🎨
Vulnerability is the birthplace of creativity, innovation, and change, so allow yourself to journal and put on
paper how you feel without censoring yourself. No one’s going to read that, so don’t worry about being
judged. Simply let it all out.
And, ﬁnally, give yourself some time. Give your emotions the space they require to breathe and the energy
they require to heal. New emotions are already taking root, they might just... take a little time. 😊

Cycle Syncing Your Fitness
Does the thought of working out while on your period make you want to crawl under the duvet? Many
women skip their workouts during this time of the month, but there’s actually no scientiﬁc reason why you
should. 👩 🔬
You already know that the average cycle lasts 28 days and has four phases: the menstrual, follicular,
ovulation and luteal phase. What you might not know is that diﬀerent types of workouts are recommended
for diﬀerent phases! Curious? Let’s break it down! 🔥
📆 The menstrual phase does not alter your strength and overall performance capacity. You can exercise
during menstruation, and even increase the intensity of your training. If you’re feeling fatigued decrease
your training volume and weight – otherwise, keep going!
📆 The follicular phase is when you will ﬁnd that your energy is at its peak. It's an excellent time to
incorporate workouts that use max eﬀorts and build muscle. As this time is ideal for strength training, you
can take advantage of it by going for those “all-out” eﬀort sprints.

📆 The ovulation phase is ideal for building muscle. You’re feeling mentally and physically at your
strongest, so long workouts with moderate loads are ideal. As you move towards the end of the week,
adjust your training according to how your body is feeling. PMS is near!
📆 The luteal phase is when your PMS symptoms become prominent and your internal body temperature
increases. As you fatigue more easily, it’s best to stick to lighter activities like swimming, biking or yoga.
When your period starts, rest as needed, then ramp up!💥
It’s important to pay attention to how our body changes throughout our cycle to set ourselves up for
success in reaching our ﬁtness goals, all without stretching or injuring ourselves.
Find this post helpful? If you did, why not save it so you can come back to it later? 😊

Decrease Estrogen Dominance
If you have estrogen levels that are abnormally high relative to your progesterone levels, that's known as
estrogen dominance.
Estrogen is an important hormone, but very high levels of estrogen can cause a variety of symptoms and
may increase the risk of developing certain conditions. ☹
You are at higher risk of blood clots and stroke, and may have increased chances of thyroid dysfunction.
This can cause symptoms such as fatigue and weight changes.
To help lower your estrogen levels, you can make some changes to your eating habits. For example, you
can increase your nutrient intake, eat more root veggies and up your ﬁber! 🍓
Aside from eating a low-fat and high-ﬁber diet, you can also help your body produce less estrogen by losing
excess weight through exercising more often and decreasing your stress levels.
Do you know how to recognize the symptoms of high estrogen? 👇

Don't Be Afraid
Scared of failure? 😬
Lots of people tend to look at failure and success as opposite things. However, the wise realize that
failure is just another part of success.
Have you ever met a person who never lost a battle, never came second (or last) and never failed at
anything? I haven't. 😅

When you're starting something new, you should absolutely expect some obstacles and some
resistance. That’s normal.
Sometimes you'll win anyway and other times you'll earn... a lesson in how to do better next time,
because there's always a next time. 😊
Perfection is an illusion that nobody, no matter how they look on instagram, lives up to when they're
not putting on a brave face.
Failures really are incredible teachers, if you're willing to be humble and learn. Don’t be afraid of them
– but don’t stop at them, either! 💪

Don't Forget... Fun!
Work hard… But don’t forget to play hard too!
There’s a reason why they say that laughter is food for the soul. Having fun and laughing with your
loved ones keeps you feeling young and makes you great company for others. 😊
I know ﬁrst hand the importance of working hard at the things you care about, and being serious
when I need to be, but I also recognize the value of taking time to just be happy, silly and enjoy life. 👯
♀
When we do things that are fun our overall mood improves, and this has a positive impact on our
mental health, physical health and our relationships. 💕
By the way, fun isn’t something to be had at home or at play only! If you spend A LOT of time at work,
you need to ﬁnd a way to have some fun there, too. 🖨
Fun has a very direct business purpose, in case anyone asks why you’re laughing when you have an
important meeting soon. It decreases burnout, increases collaboration, and might just make you want
to stay at your job longer.
Don’t tell them I said the last thing, actually! 🙊
The most important thing is that fun is whatever you imagine it to be, so tell me...
What's fun to you? 🎉

Everything Counts

Life is the totality of the choices that you continuously make. 😊
They might look like nothing when you make them – but they all add up! And when your choices
become your habits, your habits become your life.
Can you start reaping rewards from all your small, consistent, seemingly insigniﬁcant actions that over
time build up and become… your lifestyle?
Are they not aligned yet with your goals? Then you might want to start making small changes to your
daily routine (and prepare to be wowed!)
Don't underestimate what you can do in the short term to change the quality of your life. Everything
counts more than you think it does.
The future might look bright all the way over there, but it's the choices of today that will take you to it
or not. Focus and choose well. 😉

Foods to Avoid During Your Period
Fatigue, instability, mood swings and awful cramps happen, but you’ll be surprised to know that what
you eat can actually aﬀect how you feel during your period.
While all foods are OK in moderation (no shame & guilt around here) you might want to avoid the
ones that worsen the symptoms of your period. 👩
The thing is, while it may be tempting to reach for soda, coﬀee, ice cream or a slice of cheesy pizza to
comfort your raging hormones, you might actually be doing a ton of harm...
Like even more period pain.
Getting the right nutrition, especially during these few days, can counter some of the muscle pain,
uncomfortable bloating, headaches and inconsistent digestion. 🙆 ♀
Even though it might sound totally reasonable to eat ‘till you feel better (actually, now that I’m typing
this, perhaps it doesn’t sound so reasonable?) you’ve got to take the hard road and make wiser
choices...
Like dark chocolate, bananas, salmon, yoghurt, whole grains, watermelon, kale and oranges, maybe?
They all seem pretty great choices to me, actually.
Let me know, what will you choose? 🧡

Fueling Your Morning

How are you fueling your morning? 🍳
While my choice of breakfast varies depending on what I'm doing ﬁrst thing in the morning, it's always
a nutrient-packed choice to help me kickstart my day.
A balanced ﬁrst meal of the day is so important because it stabilizes blood sugar, which is essential for
maintaining your energy throughout the day. 🌟 Here's how it works:
Consuming protein and fats along with carbs helps slow down digestion so that you don’t experience
a sharp spike and then crash. Fibre also helps slow down the process.
This is why foods like berries, whole grains, sweet potatoes and beans are a better choice compared to
more reﬁned carbs like white bread, pastries or white potatoes. 😉
A common mistake is to eat a big bowl of oats with a banana, then washing it down with a sugarsweetened latte. No wonder you are starving shortly after!
Sure, you got plenty of complex carbs and ﬁbre, but almost zero fat or protein to balance out that
meal. The same goes for smoothies that, instead of ﬁlling you up, make you hungrier instead!
When the balance is right, a smoothie can be totally satisfying by working in some healthy fats &
protein (instead of just fruit aim for about 2-3 parts veggies to 1 part fruit). Frozen greens are great for
this! 🥦
My favourite breakfasts are protein smoothies, salmon with eggs and veggies, and a plant protein
Quinoa Porridge (plant protein powder, nuts, seeds, quinoa ﬂakes and oats).
What's yours? 🍲

FYI Flat Abs
Keep in mind that the way your body looks does NOT necessarily reﬂect your health or wellbeing. 💛
Having “abs” doesn't necessarily mean that someone is healthier than you. Similarly, just because you
don’t have one (yet!) doesn’t mean there is something wrong with you.
Visceral fat, the type of fat the body stores in your abdomen, is a tricky one 🙆 and it’s inﬂuenced by
lots of things outside of training and eating habits.
Everything from genetics to medications could have an impact on whether someone achieves a ﬂat
stomach or not – so be easy on yourself.

Remember that the priorities are staying ﬁt, being healthy and feeling strong! 💪

Hail the Humble Banana
Is the banana a superfruit? 🍌
The short answer is yes, but it stayed humble.
The long answer is still yes, but a little bit longer.
Since they have a lower water content than most fruit, bananas typically have more calories and a
higher sugar content by comparison, but don’t let that change your mind!
Bananas are LOADED with valuable micronutrients and are an excellent source of carbs, ﬁber,
potassium and vitamin B6. 💪
Potassium is one of the most important electrolytes in the body, helping to regulate heart function
and ﬂuid balance – a key factor in regulating blood pressure.
The eﬀectiveness of potassium-rich foods such as bananas in lowering blood pressure and protecting
against heart disease and strokes has been shown by scientiﬁc evidence.
Bananas are also soothing to the gastrointestinal tract due to their high content of a soluble ﬁbre
called pectin, which also promote satiety (feelings of fullness). 🍽
Then there is vitamin B6, a nutrient that enables your body to make antibodies that help ﬁght oﬀ
infections, keeps your nerves working right and helps with PMS symptoms.
As for the carbs? Bananas are a great addition to a variety of recipes, including smoothies and baked
goods. Simply combine them with protein and have a great pre or post workout snack! 😊
So yes, this wealth of nutrients really does make the banana a “superfood”, so make sure to include it
in your healthy daily regimen.

Hormone Balancing Smoothie
Could you do with a “hormonal tune up”?
If you’re a woman, if you’re not feeling very energetic, calm and clear-headed, and if you’re struggling with
something we can easily call brain fog… The answer is YES!

This hormone balancing smoothie is full of superfoods that increase mental ﬂow, boost energy and
support a healthy lifestyle. I’ve added it to my daily regimen a while ago and today I want to share the
recipe with you:
🥛 First things ﬁrst – you need a great liquid base to start with! I like to use unsweetened almond milk or
coconut water, but you can even use water if you prefer.
🥛 For protein, simply use one scoop of your preferred protein powder. This is also how you turn a
smoothie into a full meal! Adding 15-30 grams of protein to your fruit smoothie will make it ﬁlling!
🥛 Next up, carbs! Use smart carbs, like a cup of frozen berries, or half a cup frozen berries and half a
banana. Yum! This will add ﬂavor to your smoothies and help you power through the day.
🥛 Don’t forget your healthy fats. I usually use one or two tbsp seeds or some nut butter. Coconut, for
example, is a good fat known as an appetite suppressant and an incredible energy booster.
🥛 Fiber is important, so add a handful of spinach or kale too. Nutrient-dense dark leafy greens play a very
important role in our overall nutrition, so don’t skip them.
🥛 Finally, you have your nutrition boosts: cinnamon, ginger, turmeric, maca powder, and the list goes on.
If unsure, I suggest you go for maca; it has been shown to help with an array of annoying hormonal
symptoms.
Let me know if you make this smoothie and how you like it! 💖

Hormone Loving Food
With hormonal imbalances on the rise, the time has come to pay more attention to how we can help
improve our hormonal health through consuming natural, nutritious foods 🥑
There are over 200 hormones in the human body, with estrogen, testosterone, cortisol, insulin, leptin
and thyroid hormones among the most commonly known. These hormones are closely linked to
metabolism, fertility and mood. 😊
Luckily, science is on our side and has ﬁgured out some things hormones like. They include healthy
fats, ample ﬁber, high-ﬁber carbs and probiotics. The list of hormone-friendly foods is big and it allows
for plenty of choice – how good is that, too? 📝
🍣 Olive oil, avocado, nuts and seeds are your hormone’s friends, as are salmon, canned albacore
tuna, walnuts, ﬂaxseed, and chia seeds. These foods are high in omega-3 fatty acids, stabilize your
hunger hormones and help regulate female testosterone levels.

🥦 Broccoli and broccoli sprouts are also excellent at helping our livers metabolize estrogen.
Cauliﬂower, cabbage and bok choy are other cruciferous vegetables that protect yourself from
developing estrogen-dominant cancers. How about a broccoli-cauliﬂower soup?
🍸 Try to avoid alcohol and artiﬁcial sweeteners and, do I even need to say it, starving yourself. Not
consuming enough food is a terrible thing for your hormones, leading to imbalanced blood sugar, low
libido, energy and motivation, and frequent cravings.
Instead of stopping yourself from eating, I recommend consuming fruit or vegetables, healthy fats and
protein as often as possible. What are your favourite hormone-loving foods? Tell me in the comments
😊

How to Get a Happy Gut Health
Not looking after yourself properly can severely compromise the health of your gut and lead to lots of
health problems, adverse eﬀects and inﬂammation. 😩
The gut is the gateway to your optimal health and performance. It makes up about 70% of your
immune system, in fact.
Compromising it with poor food choices can lead to fatigue, decreased performance, poor digestion,
inﬂammation, allergies and frequent colds and sickness. 🚑
The foods you eat, your sleeping pattern and your level of stress can impact your blood sugar, how
you feel, your energy levels, your cholesterol levels... and your gut health.
That’s why it’s important to focus on eating home-cooked meals, and limiting your intake of alcohol
and chemicals. Whole foods and supplements containing good quality probiotics will help support
your gut’s health long term. 🥛
The way you feel also has an indirect impact on your gut, so make time to exercise, manage stress and
get lots of quality sleep – it all connects. We know gut health can aﬀect mood, thanks to the gut-brain
axis. The reverse is also true.
Focus on healthy foods and activities and your gut will thank you. 😊

It's A Journey
Losing weight is often associated with becoming happier, healthier and overall a better human being
(although – who said that?) and we all can't wait to get slimmer. 🔥

But the ﬁrst diet that promise to do miracles in 4 weeks isn't necessarily what's going to make you
happy and healthy. As for better? Probably not. You might get grumpy because of starving yourself,
though! 😅
The appeal of achieving something big by next month is there and I get it, but when it comes to your
weight that simply doesn't work. A healthy, sustainable ﬁtness journey, that includes losing weight, is
still a journey.
If you are truly committed to bettering yourself, focus on making changes to your lifestyle instead. Eat
healthier, exercise more, look after yourself rather than over-work, over-stress and overwhelm
yourself.
By taking one step at a time, you have every chance to become the best version of you – at your own
pace. Your weight will take care of itself when you start taking care of yourself. 💖

Keep Seeking New Achievements
You know that feeling of accomplishment you get when you ﬁnish a task? ✨
Maybe it was something you’d been putting oﬀ for a long time, like decluttering your home or signing
up for that great online course. A task that required commitment and so, when you ﬁnally decided,
you felt nothing but pride and joy! You’ve done it! 😊
Well, that’s a feeling you can get (positively) addicted to, if you make a habit of seeking achievements
often. Big or small, it doesn’t matter – it will feed your self-conﬁdence just the same, and you will start
loving yourself more for it. Tried and tested! ✔
One of the healthy pillars of healthy self-conﬁdence is building up a list of achievements you can turn
to when the world seems unkind. It will remind you of your core inner strength and the goddess
within! 💖
Seek out new ways to praise and emphasize your qualities, and over time they will become more
pronounced. You know what they say… What you water, grows! Choose yourself. 💌

Know Your Hormones
Estrogen and progesterone are the two most important hormones in the female body, but how much
do you really know about them? 📋
🔺 Estrogen is a hormone that plays various roles in your body, including contributing to cognitive
health, bone health and the cardiovascular system. It promotes well-being, elevates blood sugar, and
is responsible for the toning and contracting of the uterus.

But its primary function is the development of female sexual characteristics, like breasts and
endometrium. Estrogen increases endometrium, ﬂuid retention and breast tissue – and is to blame for
that PMS discomfort.
We mostly know it for its role alongside progesterone in sexual and reproductive health.
🔺 Progesterone is a hormone produced primarily in the ovaries and needed for the proper function
of estrogen receptors. Its role is to decrease the organs’ response to estrogen by decreasing the
number of receptors the organ has for estrogen.
It regulates menstruation, prepares the body for pregnancy, and decreases uterine muscle
contractions which cause menstrual cramps by promoting uterine muscle relaxation. It also normalizes
blood sugar and breast tissue, heals brain cells and acts as a natural diuretic.
🤝 Estrogen and progesterone are produced throughout the reproductive years, and ideally should
balance each other. For example, when not balanced with enough progesterone, estrogen can
increase the risk of breast cancer and reproductive cancers.
As a woman, you need to know that balanced hormones play an important role in optimizing good
health. If you have any doubts, there are simple ways to check them.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask me! ✉

Make A Plan
Often, the hardest part of doing something is… Getting started! Take the gym, for example.
Do you want to start going to the gym, then continuing to do so, day in, day out? A lot of people do, so I
will assume that, since you’re on my proﬁle, you’re one of them. 😊
Well done, if that’s you! The beneﬁts of joining a gym or doing any kind of physical activity are numerous, as
you probably already know.
Working out leads to stronger muscles and bones, better mood and brain function, more ﬂexibility,
increased longevity, and ﬁnally…
You get to look good, really good! There’s no better look than a ﬁt, strong, healthy body. 🏋
But to get there, you’ve got to get started, and before you do your brain might get a little overwhelmed
from imagining all the eﬀort and hard work ahead! Bit scary, isn’t it?
When that happens, remember to relax and tell yourself what is, ultimately, the truth: nothing is quite as
scary as how we imagine it to be!

There are no monsters in the closet, just a lot of repetitive, incremental work that ultimately leads us to…
our peak! ⛰
Break your goal into steps, evaluate your progress weekly and adjust what isn’t working. Then, keep going!
Step by step you will get anywhere, but make sure to start with a plan... and show up every day!
I believe in you, do you? 💖
Tell me your goal in the comments and I may just be able to oﬀer you my help!

Mentally Strong
Are you mentally strong? Mental strength determines how you handle the daily stress and problems we all
encounter – making it one of those qualities you absolutely want to work on. 💪 ✨
A mentally strong person is able to control their thoughts. Instead of letting their imagination run wild,
they can put a stop to it and shift their focus – without giving in and beginning to question their worth.
They're also aware that, sometimes, life just happens! Failure is a part of it, and there's no point in trying to
control everything (and fail at it!). Instead, the focus is on improving what can be improved. 😊
Even when things do go terribly wrong, mentally strong people are able to laugh at themselves instead of
beating themselves up, while remaining conﬁdent in their abilities. They'll simply do better next time!
If you're ready to work on your own mental strength, start by becoming aware of when you're misusing
you mental energy. There are distractions everywhere that make you lose focus – ﬁght them! 👊
Claim back your focus and choose wisely where you invest your time and energy; you've got this!

Mindful Eating Tips
You probably know that, when you are mindful, you are fully present in the moment. 🧘
When it comes to eating, mindfulness helps amplify the volume of your body's cues and lets you enjoy your
meal without thinking about work, kids or tomorrow’s meetings.
Eat slowly and chew well, until you can taste the essence of the food. You may be surprised at all the
ﬂavors that are released!
It also helps to take smaller bites. It's easier to taste food completely when your mouth isn't full, so put
down your fork between bites. 🍴

And remember, mindfulness practice is about doing one thing at a time, so do yourself a favor and respect
the meal time.
Sit down at the table, put away your phone, laptop or anything else that could potentially distract you, and
become present to the meal in front of you.
We're trying to put our complete and undivided attention on the moment when we're eating, so any
electronic devices within eyesight can serve as distractions.
See how your relationship with eating changes when you start paying attention.
Let me know how it feels to you! 😊

Mindful Gut Health
Stress has a major impact on the health of the microbiome in the gut. If you're aware of the mind-gut
connection, you know that your trillions of gut microbes are in constant cross-talk with your brain. 🧠
No wonder then that little things such as slowing down, mediating and taking time to rest, that are
generally associated with mental health, have such a big impact on gut health too.
Mindful eating (eating slowly, without distractions) also inﬂuences our gut health in similar ways.
Taking the time to cook, eating mindfully and staying hydrated help our bodies recover – our gut
included.
As for movement, studies have shown that exercise modiﬁes the gut microbiota positively, too. It's
such great news that the relation between the gut microbiota and health is being increasingly
recognized!
Do you look after your gut health? ✨

Motivation To Eat Healthily
We're always tempted by unhealthy food 😅 luckily, there are ways to get (and stay) motivated to eat
healthily.
Here are some tips that tend to work for me, and keep me away from the processed, sugary foods we
all crave at times:
🥗 I eat as much nutritious whole foods as I can, and let the processed junk food "wait its turn".

🥗 By eating small meals every few hours, I keep my metabolism running and don't get so hungry that
I grab whatever's in sight.
🥗 If I want a snack I don't look in the pantry, but head straight to the fridge where there are fruit,
yogurt, veggies, hummus, etc.
🥗 I keep tempting foods that trigger me to overeat out of the house, and ask my family not to buy
any for me.
What works best for you? Let me know in the comments! 😊

Nutrients for Hormone Support
Speciﬁc nutrients, dietary patterns, and overall nutrition may play either beneﬁcial or detrimental roles
in your hormonal balance. 💯
And, while there’s no magic plan that works the same way for everyone, anyone can beneﬁt from
focusing on a few key nutrients:
👉 Zinc helps the immune system ﬁght oﬀ bacteria and viruses, and makes proteins and DNA, the
genetic material in all cells. The body needs zinc to grow and develop properly. Find it in oysters, meat
and dairy, beans, nuts, whole grains and fortiﬁed breakfast cereals.
👉 Selenium is an essential mineral and has been shown to have a profound eﬀect on the thyroid,
immune system, cognitive function and fertility. It can be found in Brazil nuts (you would need to eat
just two to three each day to get enough selenium), tuna, crab and lobster.
👉 B vitamins keep the body’s nerve and blood cells healthy and helps make DNA. They also provide
energy and support progesterone production. You can ﬁnd them in meat and dairy, or nutritional yeast
and fortiﬁed cereals if you’re on a plant-based diet.
👉 Vitamin C also helps support progesterone production. It is also an antioxidant and prevents
oxidative stress. It’s mostly found in citrus fruits (such as oranges and grapefruit), red and green
peppers, kiwis, broccoli, strawberries and tomatoes.
👉 Magnesium is an extremely important mineral. It's involved in hundreds of chemical reactions in
your body and helps you maintain good health, reduce the eﬀects of stress on your body and rebalance your hormones. Find it in pumpkin seeds, almonds and spinach.

Nutrition for Your Cycle

What if our diet, no matter where we’re at in our cycle, could curb some of the unwelcome PMS
symptoms? Luckily, there are plenty of nutrition tips available that can help you promote balance and
well-being. 😊
Here's what you should be eating during each phase of your menstrual cycle:
👉 The follicular phase (days 1-12) starts on the ﬁrst day of your period. This is when you need to up
the iron and vitamins C, B12, B6 and have more anti-inﬂammatory herbs and spices.
👉 In the ovulatory phase (days 12-14) you may experience increased energy, but don't counter all the
extra energy expenditure with junk food! Have some healthy sweet treats, and up your ﬁber intake.
👉 Finally, in the luteal phase (days 14-28), focus on more omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, and
nourish your body with some slow burning carbs (ﬁnally!) Consider a ﬁsh oil supplement if you battle
cramping.
Let me know if you found this post helpful and you want to know more. 💖

Physical Health
First things ﬁrst… no tip and no trick will work for you if you don’t take care of your physical health.
🙅♀
Destructive activities will ruin your health and your strength, leaving you feeling sluggish and
unmotivated, regardless of how much of a positive person you aim to be! Smoking, drinking, eating
badly and living by the “I’ll sleep when I'm dead” mantra are all habits that will eventually catch up
with you. 🚭
Your body is the ONLY vehicle you will ever have to carry you throughout life, and it needs to be
appreciated and taken care of as much as possible. It really is a temple!
I recommend you to move on a regular basis to start building a healthy and strong physical state. This
must be the foundation of everything else you want to accomplish, because your mental health will
depend on your physical health. 🌟
I want you to respect and honor the goddess within you, and build and maintain a lifestyle that
maximizes your wellbeing, physical and mental! If you don’t know where to start, start with a light
workout to allow your body to move and your mind to ﬁnally get some rest. 😌
For workout ideas, DM me and I’ll happily show you where to start… and how to move up! 🔺

Plan Your System
Habit creation is one of the most important things you will do to help yourself reach your goals and
live your life on your terms! 📝
Your success will depend on the eﬃciency of the habits you form and follow. Let’s say you want to
brush your teeth every morning – even though this is a habit that was likely created for you already
when you were little! 👶
The way to go about is to wake up, go to the bathroom, and pick up the toothbrush and toothpaste.
After you’ve pushed yourself to do it enough times, you will begin to do it automatically. ⚙
When it becomes so deeply ingrained that planning for it no longer uses your mental energy, it’s
become a habit. At ﬁrst, you learn the activities it requires; then, through continuous repetition, it
becomes an automatic part of your day.
Your habits, good and bad, form a system that either works for you or against you. If you want to
make improvements to your life, start by analyzing your habits and see where you can replace them
with better ones. 🔍
Then, once you’ve decided how you want your system to look, repetition will make them seamless
once again. Plan ahead, keep going, and you will notice the changes without fail.
Happy engineering your best life! 😊

Proving Oneself
One thing I hate is the belief that we have to prove ourselves to others in order to be taken seriously.
Nonsense – we have to take ourselves seriously. Others will follow suit. 😉
We live in a world where we feel that we must become worthy of others' acceptance for them to invest in
us – but ask yourself this:
Why do you want them to invest in you in the ﬁrst place? 🤔
YOU need to invest in yourself, and surround yourself with the right people. Not with any people, at any
cost.
Don't try to become someone people will like. The ones who naturally come your way are the ones who
belong here.
They are your tribe, and they matter. They are the only ones that matter, in fact. Who are "the others"? 😅

Prove yourself to YOURSELF. Become who you know you are, and the right people WILL take notice.
Whose acceptance are you craving and why? What can you do today to break the cycle? q

Ready To Venture Back Into the Gym?
Are you done with the home workouts and ready to venture back into the gym? Then this post is for you!
🏋
Have you done very minimal exercise in the form of strength training over the past months – or maybe
years?
Pushing too hard in the ﬁrst week back at the gym can cause you to burn out or even pick up an injury! 😟
•Scale down your desired frequency / intensity / volume and consider the following things:
•Make sure you spend a good 10-15 mins on stretching and mobility exercise, to prepare for your
sessions.
•2-3 days at the gym are enough! Add an additional day the next week if it feels good, and so on. Baby
steps are still steps!
•Go easy the ﬁrst week back. Focus on re-establishing movement patterns. You will ease back into
heavier weights. soon enough.
•Monitor volume and be reasonable. Don’t go from 20 mins of burpees and band work in your living
room to heavy barbell squats.
•If you've not had access to machinery allowing heavy load recently, your body won’t be ready to be
working at maximal eﬀort.
You may feel like you have lost a little strength, but don’t worry. Start small and it will be back before you
know it!
Focus on one movement at a time, one rep at a time, one session at a time. Start with a beginner's mindset
and the patience of a veteran! r
If you need any help with returning to the gym and re-establishing your training regime – get in touch!

Recalibrate and Rebalance
Just like your phone and computer need recharging, so do your mental and physical energies! 🛌

I think we can all agree on the importance of a good night’s sleep. It’s been proven many times over that
getting enough sleep is fundamental for the brain’s functions, having a direct impact on your memory and
ability to focus. 📝
Without it, your body can’t repair and regenerate. Mood regulation and the quality of your life depend on
making sure you are well-rested enough to face the day. Otherwise, you tend to be grumpy about the
smallest issues, clumsy and forgetful. 🙆
You need to sleep somewhere between seven to nine hours every night, ideally without interruption. If you
struggle to fall asleep, consider going to bed and waking up roughly at the same time every for at least a
week. This should help your body regulate its sleep! 😴
Try to discover what’s making you stressed and raising your cortisol levels, too. Good sleep depends so
much on relaxation, mental and physical! While you may need more than good sleep to recalibrate and
rebalance, it’s an absolute essential to start with. ⭐
How’s your sleep? Shallow? Deep? How long do you need to sleep to wake up rested? Let me know in the
comments!

Recovery Time
It's very possible that the main reason you're not seeing results anymore, whether you're trying to build
muscle, lose fat or increase performance...
Is a lack of recovery time! 🙊
The truth is that the constant state of ﬁght or ﬂight, which we're in during training, can easily accumulate in
our body and produce cortisol.
Cortisol then inhibits our ﬁtness goals and limits us to a certain point... And this is how we end up hitting
the dreaded plateau!
To reduce this accumulated stress (cortisol), nutrition and sleep may not always be enough. 🤷
You need to reduce the stress you place on your body and mind and take time to just rest.
I know you'd rather keep going, but you have to go one step back to move two steps forward again from
time to time. 😉
What does your stress management look like? (You can see what mine looks like in this picture!)

Remember How Far You've Come
Sometimes we seem to forget our own eﬀorts and how far we have come in life. 🙆
We get so caught up in our day-to-day that we stop thinking about the big picture… Does it happen to you,
too? It certainly has happened to me!
That’s why I’ve decided to make a habit out of making a list (mental or written, whatever works for you!) of
my past achievements whenever I’m feeling a little down. 💌
I’ve come to realize that this activity helps me reﬂect on my past with a positive, loving attitude towards
myself and my abilities to achieve my goals.
When I make my list, I don’t focus on my innate qualities, but on the positive actions that I took and the
successes that I had, thanks to my continuous eﬀort and hard work. 💪
It doesn’t matter if the achievements are big or small. It only matters how they make me feel.
I would advise you not to seek out others’ opinions on this – what may look like success to you may not
always look like success to others, and vice versa. We all have our own deﬁnition of success, and that’s
great! 😊
This is YOUR list, these are YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS, this is your metaphorical pat on the back and a GREAT
exercise in SELF-LOVE… and we all need more of that positive energy! ✨

Replace the Worst Case Scenarios
Change is always a little scary, isn’t it? Contemplating a major life change can create signiﬁcant levels of
stress, even when we know the change is for our own good. ✨
We know, for example, that starting to follow a certain workout routine that has been recommended to us
can only do us good. But the mind will still try to ﬁnd excuses and jump at the worst case scenarios before
we’ve even had a chance to try it.
🙍 What if you can’t follow through?
🙍 What if you’re not good enough?
🙍 What if others will laugh at you?
To that, I say…
Yes, but if I don’t start, how will I know if I can follow through or if I am, in fact, good enough? As for what
the others will think… Honestly, do you really believe they will think badly of you for wanting to get in
shape?

Replace the scary scenarios with answers to better questions, like...
✔ What diﬀerence will this make in your life?
✔ What kind of support do you need during this time, and from whom?
✔ What needs to leave so you can move on to the new, better, improved YOU?
There… That’s better! Let’s think about why we’re doing this, not what others might think of it, shall we?
😉

Replace
Did you know that the words you use have immense power to change your perception of the things
you speak of?
If you replace “I have to” with “I get to” the next time you are about to workout or eat healthy (and
delicious!) food... you may just realize what a wonderful position you are in! 😊
Every morning, you get to choose the direction and the habits that lead you to live your best life
possible – including what to eat and how to move your body. What a privilege!
Your perception is your reality, so focus on the good and be grateful for the way you get to choose
how you experience life.
Choose your words carefully, and speak the best YOU into existence! 💫

Salad Recipe
This roasted veggies salad is packed with great nutrients that will help you reduce PMS symptoms, balance
your hormones, detox your liver and nourish your body with essential minerals, vitamins and enzymes!
If you crave comfort food, this wonderful mix of veggies, dark leafy greens, healthy fats, quality protein
and healing spices is perfect for you! Let's get to work! 🥘 🙌
You'll need:
• 2 sweet potatoes, cubed
• 1 red pepper, sliced
• 3 carrots, diced
• 1 white onion, sliced
• 2 garlic cloves, crushed
• pumpkin, cubed

• handful of pomegranate seeds
• 3-4 kale leaves or spinach leaves, chopped
• 1 bunch fresh parsley, ﬁnely chopped
• 1/2 cup quinoa, boiled
• 1 tbsp olive oil
Prepare the veggies and combine them in a large bowl, drizzling with olive oil and season before cooking.
Bake for 20 minutes at 200C/392F, then remove from the oven.
While the veggies are roasting, prepare the quinoa. Rinse it well and add it into a pot with 1 cup water.
Bring to boil over medium heat, simmer over low heat for 15 minutes. Turn oﬀ the heat, lid the pot and set
aside.
In a large bowl combine the veggies with the quinoa and top with pomegranate seeds, olive oil and a
dressing of your choice.
Divide into serving bowls and serve warm. Enjoy! 🤗

Self-Improvement
Almost anyone you meet these days is seeking to improve themselves.
The personal development industry is soaring, which is great news – except for those who aren’t quite sure
what they’re doing wrong... Because they don't seem to be improving, no matter what strategies they try
to follow! 🙆
We need to be aware of the roadblocks that prevent us from growing into the best version of ourselves.
Because sometimes, seemingly little things like impatience, perfectionism or comparing ourselves to
everyone we know (or on Instagram) can do that.
Don't jump at ﬁnding reasons why things haven’t worked out and become discouraged. Rather, see it as a
way to build self-awareness! Because the truth is that while external forces can slow us down, the barriers
to self-growth are usually found within us. But so are the solutions! ✨
Look carefully at your own thoughts, emotions and habits for an explanation of why things aren’t going
your way. Take full responsibility for your stagnation, work on your self-discipline... and simply try again!
The only failure is not to try.

Self-Respect
Build your self-respect by doing something you ﬁnd HARD! 🏆

A healthy level of self-respect gives you the conﬁdence you need to follow your dreams, believe in yourself
and set boundaries when you need to. But how to cultivate it? 🤔
One way to do it is to engage in activities you ﬁnd hard, and go through the process… all the way! I know,
it doesn’t sound like much fun when I advise you to endure the pain of pushing yourself, but doing so will
automatically translate into self-respect! 🏅
This is because knowing you’ve had the willpower to do something that scares you, and the ability to see it
through no matter how diﬃcult it was or how uncomfortable it made you feel… will build up your selfconﬁdence, self-respect and even self-love. 💌
The feeling that I personally have once I am done with a task I want very much to avoid is of total
empowerment and conﬁdence in my ability to handle life. And, if you keep doing it, over time it will lay
down the foundation of an immense respect for yourself! ✨
Completing tasks is a shortcut to the feel-good “job done” feeling and a building block for your character,
your strength and your resilience. 💪
Do the hard thing, and you will LOVE how you feel after!
What seems hard to you right now, but will make you feel amazing when you accomplish it? Let me know in
the comments! 🔻

Signs of Burnout
Burnout is a state of emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion caused by excessive and prolonged stress.
😥
It occurs when we feel overwhelmed, drained, and unable to meet constant demands.
Burnout is characterized by exhaustion, cynicism (less identiﬁcation with the things that used to bring you
joy) and feelings of reduced ability.
When you’ve reached the point of burnout you feel frustrated and exhausted, yet unable to sleep. You’re
apathetic and can’t wait for the day to end. 😫
If you ﬁnd yourself on the road to burnout, it’s time to regain your balance and feel positive and hopeful
again.
Now is a good time to remind yourself that, while we live in a culture that demands lots from all of us, it
doesn’t mean you have to keep giving.

Clear your plate if there are too many commitments on it. There is no need to say yes to everyone and
everything, and that includes the things you expect from yourself. 🙅
You can’t do everything, and that’s ﬁne. Even if you could, doing it while in a state of burnout would bring
no joy. Why do them, then?
If it’s not about having too many things to do, but about doing things that begin to feel wrong…
Remember that you certainly don’t have to conﬁne yourself to choices you made over a decade ago if they
no longer make you happy. 📆
Besides, there are options now that weren’t available yet because they weren’t known. And there are parts
of you that weren’t known either.
Explore other options if you can’t fall back in love with the old ones, and make sure you only commit to
things that really set yourself on ﬁre.
Say hello to them, let them have a turn at the wheel. You might be excited about newer, fresher horizons
soon enough. 😀

Skinny Fat To Fit
Do you look scrawny with a shirt on, but chubby when you’re shirtless? Then you might consider
yourself "skinny fat". 😬
A "skinny fat" person is someone who weighs very little, but still has a high amount of body fat –
especially stubborn belly fat!
Skinny fat is weird because you don’t know whether you should focus on bulking up or losing weight.
😅
In truth, you need to build muscle AND burn fat. You have only a small amount of muscle mass, which
is why you look scrawny with a shirt on.
But it's also why you look chubby without a shirt on! You may not have much body fat, but there's no
muscle underneath to give you shape. ☹
To change this, you'll need to do some cardio to burn extra calories and accelerate fat loss. You may
also want to cut down on calories.
Then you'll need to lift weight and increase your muscle mass, to oﬀset the fat to muscle mass and add
much-needed deﬁnition to your frame. 🏋

Let me know what worked for you, or if you need any advice on how to get started. After all, skinny
fat to ﬁt is a journey worth taking! 😉

Small Things
People often think it takes big things and drastic changes to feel they are on the path to success, but it
really isn’t all that complicated. ☺
It only takes a few simple steps to start improving the quality of your life and gain clarity to make
meaningful progress, no matter where you are right now. Why should it matter? We all started
somewhere!
Seemingly small things like walking more, practicing gratitude and putting your phone away for a bit
when you’re with your family have the power to make you feel like a better version of yourself –
quickly.
Get ready to tackle the “big things” tomorrow by starting small today, and see for yourself how being
consistent will transform your perception, your self-conﬁdence and ultimately your life. 🙌

Stop Feeling Guilty
You already know that rest days are an important part of your training program…
So why do you feel guilty about taking the days leading to or during your period “oﬀ”?
I want to assure you that taking a little break from exercising now and then will not impact your body
drastically.
There needs to be a long-time consistency to make a signiﬁcant change, and this goes in the other direction
as well. 🏋
If you want to exercise before or during your period, you can.
But, if you've got bad cramps and you're feeling overly tired, you have permission to skip the workout
altogether and do something else in that time!
My advice would be to simply rest and read that book you’ve been putting oﬀ or catch up on your favourite
TV show...
But if you are still feeling guilty, you can still ﬁll that time with some productive tasks that don’t require as
much physical eﬀort! 😊

Strength Training
Incorporating strength training into your exercise routine is going to be one of the best ideas you'll
ever have. That's because strength training has the power to make you stronger, ﬁtter, and
HEALTHIER. 😉
From regulating blood sugar and lowering cholesterol to Being a natural anti-depressant, strength
training will help you do so much more than just burn calories and gain muscle mass – the two main
reasons people start. 💪
You'll also have a better posture, better sleep and better immunity – because strength training in
particular helps with pumping blood throughout the body (including the brain – hello endorphins) and
relieving stress. 💆
Ready to start training? 🏋

Strength Training For Happy Hormones
Strength training isn't just for gains and looks, it's also for your hormones. 😉
Yes, lifting weights helps you build conﬁdence, gain strength, and most importantly, has tons of mental
health beneﬁts that far outweigh the physical ones. But it also...
🏋 Supports healthy estrogen levels
🏋 Improves your mood
🏋 Neutralizes stress
🏋 Improves bone density
🏋 Helps you sleep better
🏋 Builds muscle
🏋 Gives your metabolism a boost
And guess what? You don't have to lift as heavy as possible to see these beneﬁts! You can easily add weight
to your workouts by using dumbbells, resistance bands, or body weight movements.
You will do so much more than just only burn calories and increase your lean muscle mass, which are the
main two reasons why people start lifting weights. 💪 (Did I say that you'll also beneﬁt from better
immunity?)
How do you feel about strength training? 👇

Strong Relationships
The relationships we cultivate play an important role in our mental health.
When they’re strong and healthy they increase our happiness and life satisfaction, improve our
psychological well-being, and can even strengthen our immune system. 😊
When a relationship is strong and healthy, you’re DELIGHTED to see the other person, hear from them or
meet up with them. There is no tension, anxiety, or “what-if” thinking.
In fact, you recognize a good relationship by what it brings you: speciﬁcally, joy and a sense of calm. Or,
simply put: good relationship FEELS GOOD. 💜
You don’t catch yourself spending time preparing for your next encounter, thinking of what they might
come up with this time, and rehearsing ways to defend yourself.
If, however, the opposite is true and you never feel good enough, nothing you do is quite right, and you’re
constantly trying to prove your point (and failing)...
I think you should RUN! 🏃
Having to constantly seek the other person's validation will chip away at your self-esteem, and it’s a sign of
a toxic relationship.
Either one of you gives too much and the other too little, or the two of you simply cannot meet in the
middle for various reasons. Either way, it’s a no. 🤷
You can’t connect with someone you keep having to impress, so focus instead on the strong, healthy
relationships that feel good to both of you.
Agree? 👇

Support Your Ovulation
If you want to improve your ovulation, it's important that you try to eat iron-rich foods… Anything else?
Actually, yes, a few things. 💁
Supporting your ovulation naturally isn’t rocket science, but it does ask you to pay attention to what you
eat, how you sleep and what stresses you out – so you can avoid it!
🍲 Aside from eating a well-balanced diet, try to lower your caﬀeine intake and balance your blood sugar.
On the other hand, more zinc, B vitamins and healthy fats will do nothing but help your body stay healthy.

🛌 I also recommend getting a healthy amount of sleep. If you struggle with creating the right routine and
environment for a good night's sleep, make sure to put a few rules in place such as no TV, no endless
scrolling, and journaling before bed (to leave those worries on paper for tomorrow!)
💭 Managing stress is also a hugely important factor, given that stress does absolutely nothing good for
you. Mindfulness, meditation, yoga, and gentle physical exercise can all help reduce stress and lift your
mood.
Let’s talk, ladies – what helps you support your ovulation naturally? Got any more tips? Share them with me
in the comments. Let’s look after ourselves, together 🌟

Sustainable Mindset
If someone asked you, would you say you have a dieting or a sustainable mindset? 🥗
You probably remember how, in the past, the diet culture used to shame us – directly. It sounded like this:
"You're fat and you hate your body, but if you diet and lose weight – you'll be VERY happy!"
Can you see how wrong that sounds? 🙆
This caused us to feel awful when we slipped up and made us take our frustration out on our bodies. We'd
eat less and less and look for the most extreme diets there were, hoping they'd keep us in check.
Thankfully, such strict diets are going underground fast. What’s re-emerging is sustainability, wellbeing and
self-acceptance. Weight still matters, sure; but not above our mental health. 🙅
We don't want to diet for 6 weeks, we want to ﬁnd a sustainable lifestyle we enjoy and live healthily and
happily. We'd like to lose that extra weight, but not at the cost of our peace of mind.
We want to be healthy, strong and ﬁt, and put the harsh diets, negative talk and punishments aside. No
more starving ourselves to be skinny, we want to nourish and befriend our bodies. 💜
I hope your answer is that you have a sustainable mindset and value your health, ﬁtness and wellbeing over
following fad diets to get thin for the summer.
You deserve to feel BETTER, not worse. 🤗

Symptoms of Hormone Imbalance
Feeling bloated, irritable, or just not your best? A hormone imbalance could be to blame. 🧐

Hormones are chemicals that are produced by glands in the endocrine system. Hormones travel through
the bloodstream to the tissues and organs, delivering messages that tell the organs what to do and when
to do it.
They are important for regulating most major bodily processes, so a hormonal imbalance can aﬀect a wide
range of bodily functions.
Hormonal imbalances occur when there is too much or too little of a hormone in the bloodstream. Because
of their essential role, even small hormonal imbalances can cause side eﬀects throughout the body. 👀
The symptoms of a hormonal imbalance depend on which glands and hormones are aﬀected, but common
ones include sleep problems, irregular periods, memory fog, chronic acne, ongoing fatigue, digestive tract
issue and mood swings.
Women are at risk of developing diﬀerent types of hormonal imbalance disorders than men because we
have diﬀerent endocrine organs and cycles, which is why getting our hormones checked regularly is
essential. 👩
When was the last time you checked yours? What did you ﬁnd?

Sync Your Workouts
How do you feel about working out while on your period? Does it make you want to crawl under the duvet,
or does the guilt about not exercising weigh on you… ? 🤔
I have news for you: If you’d rather NOT work out on your period, you’re not alone. In fact, LOTS of women
skip their workouts during this time of the month. 🙅
Confused about when to work out and when to skip? Let’s recap...
As you know, the length of your menstrual cycle is counted from the day your period starts to the day
before your next period begins. This means that the average cycle lasts 28 days, and has 4 diﬀerent phases:
the menstrual, follicular, ovulatory & luteal.
🏋 The menstrual phase may not alter your overall performance capacity, but it makes you feel low energy
and craving rest. This is a time to decrease your training volume and instead focus on yoga, walking, gentle
exercising or simply modifying the strength of your workout
🏋 During the follicular phase, your energy begins to rise again. It’s excellent to start incorporating
workouts that use max eﬀorts now! This time is ideal for strength training, for HIIT training and for intense
cardio. Take advantage of it by trying some new things, too!

🏋 The ovulatory phase ﬁnd you strong and high energy, making it ideal for building muscle and continuing
the HIIT training. As you move towards the end of the week, though, adjust your training according to how
your body is feeling. PMS symptoms might appear.
🏋 In the luteal phase, your energy decreases and PMS symptoms become prominent. As you fatigue more
easily during this time, it’s best to go towards lighter forms of exercising as you approach your period.
Tell me – did you know these things, or did you learn something new from today’s post? 😊

Talk It Out
There’s more to the age-old advice to just “talk it out” than there seems to be.
There are a lot of reasons why talking about our problems can be diﬃcult – including getting so caught up
in our day to day we forget to slow down and reach out.
Sometimes, people were raised in a way that taught them to internalize feelings, rather than give voice to
them.
Other times, the emotions you’re dealing with, like guilt over something you did or shame about how you
think you’ll be perceived, can feel too overwhelming to discuss.
But talking has powerful psychological beneﬁts, and letting it out can often help you process stress, show
trust and, ultimately, connect.
Talking, after all, is a form of therapy that gives you comfort and clarity – and all the time and money we
spend on going to therapists should stand proof of that.
The next time you feel down, don't keep your problems to yourself. Set aside some time to talk them out
with a loved one, and ﬁll your cup again.
I’m grateful to have my support system now, and I’m curious, too: Who’s in yours? 💜

The 1 Minute Meditation
Interestingly but not surprisingly, one of the central beneﬁts of meditation is that it improves
attention and concentration. But there are many more – do you know them? 🧘
The emotional beneﬁts of meditation include gaining a new perspective on stressful situations,
building skills to manage your stress, increasing self-awareness, and reducing negative emotions.
And the best news? You don't need to meditate for hours every day – even a simple, one-minute
practice is better than nothing; you will see how it transforms your mind over time! 😌

Listening to silence on a regular basis can help us connect to a profound stillness, steadiness, and
spaciousness of the mind that is not normally accessible to us.
Silence is an underrated gift. It allows us to discover a new level of peacefulness and stillness, as if a
dense fog clears, and we can (ﬁnally) be mindful, present, and calm. 🌤
And it's through meditation that we can get there.
Will you try to meditate today, if only for one minute? q

The Best Ways to Stay Active On Your Period
Working out during your period isn't anyone's idea of a good time, and it’s why so many of us tend to
spend our period buried under blankets instead. 😅
However, staying active during your period can actually improve everything – from your cramps to your
mood! It’s ok if you don’t want to hit the gym or run half a marathon, but there are other ways to make
exercising at that time of the month more manageable, like...
„ Walking! If you normally do really high impact workouts, the idea of replacing them with a walk might
make you frown. However, your hormones aﬀect your energy levels, so you might prefer to switch to a
slower paced activity like walking to be gentle on yourself.
… If you are feeling well and motivated, you can opt for lower-than-usual volume strength training. Be
mindful of the adjustments you may need during this time, though. If you’re not performing like usual, ease
up on the intensity.
† Yoga is great for relaxing those tense muscles, and it can potentially reduce symptoms like cramping,
breast tenderness, and muscular fatigue and soreness. I like yoga during this time of the month because it
encourages you to move without pushing your body’s limits.
I know that the ﬁrst couple of days of a period tend to be the toughest, so if your body is telling you to take
some time out, listen to it. But, if you’re not experiencing too much discomfort, you can try my suggestions
and see how you feel! 😊

The Perfect Plank
How to do a perfect plank? 🤔
Planks are pretty great – you can do them anywhere, without equipment, and it’s pretty easy to get it right.

You’ll also majorly tone your abs, shoulders, arms, glutes, and even your back. Goodbye, back pain!
But remember: a good plank is all about alignment.
Your entire body should be in a perfectly straight line, with ears, shoulders, hips, knees, and ankles on the
same plane.
Get on your hands and knees, place your hands directly beneath your shoulders, and walk your feet back
until your legs are straight behind you.
Next, establish a good base on your elbows, directly under your shoulders and at a 90-degree angle. To get
your core working, keep your back ﬂat enough so your abs feel engaged.
Pull your abs in and squeeze your glutes for added stability, and hold for 30 seconds (at ﬁrst!) Gradually
increase your hold to one minute by adding ﬁve seconds each time you plank. ⏰
Give it a go and let me know how long you were able to hold it in the comments! q

Too Busy
What are you “too busy” for?
I know it’s diﬃcult to ﬁt cooking, working out or sleeping as much as we need to into a busy adult life,
especially when we have lots of commitments already. ⏰
But everyone is busy. What you might think is a good excuse is often, “What I’m working on right now is
more important,” to others.
I get it. “Too busy” are two little words that we use all the time. We use them to decline invitations, leave
work or avoid cleaning… again. 🙆
And sure, it makes perfect sense: Time is our most precious commodity, after all. It’s only natural that we
want to be very intentional about it.
But be careful when you start telling ourselves you’re “too busy”.
Just try it – say, “I’m too busy, I can’t look after myself.”
Or, “I’m too busy, my goals just have to wait a little while.”
Even, “I’m too busy, I can’t ﬁnd the time for my health, ﬁtness and nutrition plans.”
Awful, isn’t it?

Find creative ways to make time for your priorities, then. 💡
Be upfront about how much you’re willing to take on at work, and see who's around to give you a hand at
home.
Look after yourself, your health and your dreams, and drop the “too busy” excuse. ❤

What Your Period Wants
Have you ever thought about what your period wants from you, apart from that hot water bottle? 💭
When we talk about menstruation in our culture, we tend to focus on all the ways it can be unpleasant
and how we can ‘trick’ it, so that we can go on with life as if nothing was happening to our bodies…
🙆
We talk about the emotional eﬀects of PMS and the pain we experience, and then we talk about…
how to carry on as usual, keep up with our usual tasks and even plaster on a smile and pretend like
everything’s ﬁne!
But if we were really honest with ourselves, we’d admit that periods bring with them an overwhelming
desire for peace and rest. We are quieter, slower, and feel an instinctive urge to be in a restful posture.
🛌
Our periods have been trying to tell us something for years: “This is a time to pause. This is a time to
take care of yourself. This is a time for rest and inward focus, can’t you see?”
I now follow numerous practices to take care of myself during the days of my cycle when I’m just not
feeling great, instead of ﬁghting my period like I used to. I accept that this is my body’s way of
resetting each month. 💖
You may ﬁnd that you need more rest, too. Allow yourself to sleep longer or, if it’s not sleep that you
need, give yourself some downtime to meditate or take a hot bath with epsom salts.
Opt for kinder, gentler forms of exercising, and feed your body comforting meals that are also easy to
digest. 🍲
What about you?
In what ways do you take care of yourself during your period?
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